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ABSTRACT
In this paper, architectures for two-dimensional and three-dimensional
underwater sensor networks are discussed. A detailed overview
on the current solutions for medium access control, network, and
transport layer protocols are given and open research issues are dis-
cussed.

Categories and Subject Descriptors:
C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Protocols

General Terms: Algorithms, Design, Performance, Reliability.

Keywords: Underwater Sensor Networks, Acoustic Networks.

1. INTRODUCTION
Underwater networks of sensors have the potential to enableun-

explored applications and to enhance our ability to observeand
predict the ocean. Unmanned or Autonomous Underwater Vehi-
cles (UUVs, AUVs), equipped with underwater sensors, are also
envisioned to find application in exploration of natural undersea
resources and gathering of scientific data in collaborativemonitor-
ing missions. These potential applications will be made viable by
enabling communications among underwater devices. UnderWater
Acoustic Sensor Networks (UW-ASNs) will consist of sensorsand
vehicles deployed underwater and networked via acoustic links to
perform collaborative monitoring tasks.

Underwater acoustic sensor networks can enable a broad range
of applications, including:

• Ocean Sampling Networks. Networks of sensors and AUVs
can perform synoptic, cooperative adaptive sampling of the
3D coastal ocean environment.

• Environmental Monitoring. UW-ASN can perform pollu-
tion monitoring (chemical, biological, and nuclear), monitor-
ing of ocean currents and winds, improved weather forecast,
detecting climate change, understanding and predicting the
effect of human activities on marine ecosystems, and biologi-
cal monitoring such as tracking of fishes or micro-organisms.
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• Undersea Explorations. Underwater sensor networks can
help detect underwater oilfields or reservoirs, determine routes
for laying undersea cables, and assist in exploration for valu-
able minerals.

• Disaster Prevention.Sensor networks that measure seismic
activity from remote locations can providetsunamiwarn-
ings to coastal areas, or study the effects of submarine earth-
quakes (seaquakes).

• Assisted Navigation. Sensors can be used to identify haz-
ards on the seabed, locate dangerous rocks or shoals in shal-
low waters, mooring positions, submerged wrecks, and to
perform bathymetry profiling.

• Distributed Tactical Surveillance. AUVs and fixed under-
water sensors can collaboratively monitor areas forsurveil-
lance, reconnaissance, targeting, andintrusion detection.

• Mine Reconnaissance. The simultaneous operation of mul-
tiple AUVs with acoustic and optical sensors can be used
to perform rapid environmental assessment and detect mine-
like objects.

Acoustic communications are the typical physical layer technol-
ogy in underwater networks. In fact, radio waves propagate at long
distances through conductive salty water only at extra low frequen-
cies(30 − 300 Hz), which require large antennae and high trans-
mission power. For example, the Berkeley MICA2 Motes, a pop-
ular experimental platform in the sensor networking community,
have been reported to reach an underwater transmission range of
120 cm at433 MHz in experiments performed at the University of
Southern California. Optical waves do not suffer from such high at-
tenuation but are affected by scattering. Furthermore, transmitting
optical signals requires high precision in pointing the narrow laser
beams. Thus, links in underwater networks are typically based on
acoustic wireless communications[32].

The traditional approach forocean-bottomorocean-columnmon-
itoring is to deploy underwater sensors that record data during the
monitoring mission, and then recover the instruments [26].This
approach has several disadvantages:

• No real-time monitoring. The recorded data cannot be ac-
cessed until the instruments are recovered, which may hap-
pen several months after the beginning of the monitoring
mission.

• No on-line system reconfiguration.Interaction between on-
shore control systems and the monitoring instruments is not
possible, which impedes any adaptive tuning or reconfigura-
tion of the system.



• No failure detection. If failuresor misconfigurationsoccur,
it may not be possible to detect them before the instruments
are recovered.

• Limited Storage Capacity. The amount of data that can be
recorded by every sensor during the monitoring mission is
limited to the capacity of the onboard storage devices.

All of the above disadvantages can be overcome by connectingun-
tethered underwater instruments by means of wireless linksthat
rely on acoustic communications.

Although there exist many recently developed network protocols
for wireless sensor networks, the unique characteristics of the un-
derwater acoustic communication channel, such as limited capacity
and high and variable propagation delays [26], require veryeffi-
cient and reliable new data communication protocols.

Major challenges in the design of underwater acoustic networks
are:

• The available bandwidth is severely limited;

• The underwater channel is severely impaired, especially due
to multipath and fading;

• Propagation delay is five orders of magnitude higher than in
Radio Frequency (RF) terrestrial channels, and variable;

• High bit error rates and temporary losses of connectivity
(shadow zones) can be experienced;

• Battery power is limited and usually batteries can not be
recharged, also because solar energy cannot be exploited;

• Underwater sensors are prone to failures because of fouling
and corrosion.

In this survey, we discuss different communication architectures
for underwater sensor networks as well as the factors that influence
underwater network design.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sections
2 and 3 we introduce the communication architecture and the main
design challenges, respectively, of underwater acoustic networks.
In Sections 4, 5, and 6 we discuss medium access control (MAC),
network, and transport layer issues in underwater sensor networks,
respectively. Finally, in Section 7 we draw the main conclusions.

2. UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC SENSOR
NETWORKS: COMMUNICATION
ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we discuss the following communication archi-
tectures for underwater acoustic sensor networks, which constitute
a basis for discussion of the challenges associated with theunder-
water environment:

• Static two-dimensional UW-ASNs for ocean bottom mon-
itoring . These are constituted by sensor nodes that are an-
chored to the bottom of the ocean, as discussed in Section
2.1. Typical applications may be environmental monitoring
or monitoring of underwater plates in tectonics [7].

• Static three-dimensional UW-ASNs for ocean-column mon-
itoring . These include networks of sensors whose depth can
be controlled by means of techniques discussed in Section
2.2, and may be used for surveillance applications or moni-
toring of ocean phenomena (ocean bio-geo-chemical processes,
water streams, pollution).

Figure 1: Architecture for 2D Underwater Sensor Networks

• Three-dimensional networks of Autonomous Underwa-
ter Vehicles (AUVs). These networks include fixed portions
composed of anchored sensors and mobile portions consti-
tuted by autonomous vehicles, as detailed in Section 2.3.

2.1 Two-dimensional Underwater Sensor
Networks

A reference architecture for two-dimensional underwater net-
works is shown in Fig. 1. A group of sensor nodes are anchored
to the bottom of the ocean. Underwater sensor nodes are inter-
connected to one or moreunderwater gateways(uw-gateways) by
means of wireless acoustic links. Uw-gateways are network de-
vices in charge of relaying data from the ocean bottom network to
a surface station. To achieve this objective, they are equipped with
two acoustic transceivers, namely avertical and ahorizontaltrans-
ceiver. The horizontal transceiver is used by the uw-gateway to
communicate with the sensor nodes in order to: i) send commands
and configuration data to the sensors (uw-gateway to sensors); ii)
collect monitored data (sensors to uw-gateway). The vertical link
is used by the uw-gateways to relay data to asurface station. In
deep water applications, vertical transceivers must be long range
transceivers. The surface station is equipped with an acoustic trans-
ceiver that is able to handle multiple parallel communications with
the deployed uw-gateways. It is also endowed with a long range
RF and/or satellite transmitter to communicate with theonshore
sink(os-sink) and/or to asurface sink(s-sink).

Sensors can be connected to the uw-gateways via direct linksor
through multihop paths. In the former case, each sensor directly
sends the gathered data to the selected uw-gateway. However, in
UW-ASN, the power necessary to transmit may decay with pow-
ers greater than two of the distance [31], and the uw-gatewaymay
be far from the sensor node. Moreover, differently from terrestrial
radio communications, the frequency-dependency of the acoustic
path loss imposes a bandwidth limitation on an underwater com-
munication system, such that a greater bandwidth is available for
a shorter transmission distance. Consequently, although direct link
connection is the simplest way to network sensors, it may notbe
the most energy efficient solution. In case of multihop paths, the
data produced by a source sensor is relayed by intermediate sen-
sors until it reaches the uw-gateway. This results in energysavings
and increased network capacity, but increases the complexity of the
routing functionality as well. Since energy and capacity are pre-
cious resources in the underwater environment, in UW-ASNs the



Figure 2: Architecture for 3D Underwater Sensor Networks

objective is to deliver event features by exploiting multihop paths
and minimizing the signaling overhead necessary to build the un-
derwater paths.

2.2 Three-dimensional Underwater Sensor
Networks

Three dimensional underwater networks are used to detect and
observe phenomena that cannot be adequately observed by means
of ocean bottom sensor nodes, i.e., to perform cooperative sam-
pling of the 3D ocean environment. In three-dimensional under-
water networks, sensor nodes float at different depths to observe
a phenomenon. One possible solution is to attach each uw-sensor
node to a surface buoy, by means of wires whose length can be reg-
ulated to adjust the depth of each sensor node. However, the float-
ing buoys may obstruct ships navigating on the surface, or they can
be easily detected and deactivated by enemies in military settings.
Furthermore, floating buoys are vulnerable to weather, tampering,
and pilfering.

An alternative approach is to anchor sensor devices to the bottom
of the ocean. In this architecture, given in Fig. 2, each sensor
is anchored to the ocean bottom and equipped with a floating buoy
that can be inflated by a pump. The buoy pushes the sensor towards
the ocean surface. The depth of the sensor can then be regulated
by adjusting the length of the wire that connects the sensor to the
anchor, by means of an electronically controlled engine that resides
on the sensor.

Sensing and communication coverage in a 3D environment are
rigorously investigated in [27]. The diameter, minimum andmax-
imum degree of thereachability graphthat describes the network
are derived as a function of the communication range, while differ-
ent degrees of coverage for the 3D environment are characterized
as a function of the sensing range.

2.3 Sensor Networks with Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles

AUVs can function without tethers, cables, or remote control,
and therefore they have a multitude of applications in oceanogra-
phy, environmental monitoring, and underwater resource studies.
Previous experimental work has shown the feasibility of relatively
inexpensive AUV submarines equipped with multiple underwater
sensors that can reach any depth in the ocean. The integration
of UW-ASNs with AUVs requires new network coordination al-
gorithms such as:

Figure 3: Architecture for 3D Underwater Sensor Networks
with AUVs

• Adaptive sampling. This includes control strategies to com-
mand the mobile vehicles to places where their data will be
most useful. For example, the density of sensor nodes can be
adaptively increased in a given area when a higher sampling
rate is needed for a given monitored phenomenon.

• Self-Configuration. This includes control procedures to au-
tomatically detect connectivity holes due to node failuresor
channel impairment, and request the intervention of an AUV.
Furthermore, AUVs can either be used for installation and
maintenance of the sensor network infrastructure or to de-
ploy new sensors.

One of the design objectives of AUVs is to make them rely on
local intelligence and be less dependent on communicationsfrom
online shores [11]. In general, control strategies are needed for
autonomous coordination, obstacle avoidance, and steering strate-
gies. Solar energy systems allow increasing the lifetime ofAUVs,
i.e., it is not necessary to recover and recharge the vehicleon a
daily basis. Hence, solar powered AUVs can acquire continuous
information for periods of time of the order of months. A reference
architecture for 3D UW-ASNs with AUVs is shown in Fig. 3.

Several types of AUVs exist as experimental platforms for un-
derwater experiments. Some of them resemble small-scale sub-
marines (such as the Odyssey-class AUVs developed at MIT). Oth-
ers are simpler devices that do not encompass such sophisticated
capabilities. For example,drifters andgliders are oceanographic
instruments often used in underwater explorations. Drifter under-
water vehicles drift with local current and have the abilityto move
vertically through the water column, and are used for takingmea-
surements at preset depths [10]. Underwater gliders [6] arebattery
powered autonomous underwater vehicles that use hydraulicpumps
to vary their volume by a few hundred cubic centimeters in order to
generate the buoyancy changes that power their forward gliding.

3. UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC SENSOR
NETWORKS: DESIGN CHALLENGES

In this section, we itemize the main differences between terres-
trial and underwater sensor networks, detail the key challenges in
underwater communications that influence protocol development,
and give motivations for a cross-layer design approach to improve



the efficiency of the communication process in the challenging un-
derwater environment.

3.1 Differences with Terrestrial Sensor
Networks

The main differences between terrestrial and underwater sensor
networks can be outlined as follows:

• Cost. While terrestrial sensor nodes are expected to become
increasingly inexpensive, underwater sensors are expensive
devices. This is especially due to the more complex under-
water transceivers and to the hardware protection needed in
the extreme underwater environment.

• Deployment. While terrestrial sensor networks are densely
deployed, in underwater, the deployment is generally more
sparse.

• Power. The power needed for acoustic underwater commu-
nications is higher than in terrestrial radio communications
due to higher distances and to more complex signal process-
ing at the receivers to compensate for the impairments of the
channel.

• Memory. While terrestrial sensor nodes have very limited
storage capacity, uw-sensors may need to be able to do some
data caching as the underwater channel may be intermittent.

• Spatial Correlation. While the readings from terrestrial sen-
sors are often correlated, this is more unlikely to happen in
underwater networks due to the higher distance among sen-
sors.

3.2 Factors Influencing the design of
Underwater Protocols

Underwater acoustic communications are mainly influenced by
transmission loss, noise, multipath, Doppler spread, andhigh and
variable propagation delay. All these factors determine thetem-
poral and spatial variabilityof the acoustic channel, and make the
available bandwidth of the underwater acoustic channel limited and
dramatically dependent on both range and frequency. Long-range
systems that operate over several tens of kilometers may have a
bandwidth of only a few kHz, while a short-range system operating
over several tens of meters may have more than a hundred kHz of
bandwidth. In both cases, these factors lead to low bit rate [5], in
the order of tens of kbps for existing devices.

Range[km] Bandwidth [kHz]
Very Long 1000 < 1

Long 10-100 2-5
Medium 1-10 ≈ 10

Short 0.1-1 20-50
Very Short < 0.1 > 100

Table 1: Available bandwidth for different ranges in UW-A
channels

Underwater acoustic communication links can be classified ac-
cording to their range asvery long, long, medium, short, andvery
short links [32]. Table 1 shows typical bandwidths of the under-
water channel for different ranges. Acoustic links are alsoroughly
classified asvertical andhorizontal, according to the direction of
the sound ray with respect to the ocean bottom. As will be dis-
cussed later, their propagation characteristics differ considerably,
especially with respect to time dispersion, multipath spreads, and

delay variance. In the following, as usually done in oceanicliter-
ature,shallow waterrefers to water with depth lower than100 m,
while deep wateris used for deeper oceans. Hereafter we briefly
analyze the factors that influence acoustic communicationsin order
to state the challenges posed by the underwater channels forsensor
networking. These include:

• Transmission loss.It consists ofattenuationandgeometric
spreading. The attenuation is mainly provoked by absorption
due to conversion of acoustic energy into heat, and increases
with distance and frequency. The geometric spreading refers
to the spreading of sound energy as a result of the expansion
of the wavefronts. It increases with the propagation distance
and is independent of frequency.

• Noise. It can be classified asman-made noiseand ambi-
ent noise. The former is mainly caused by machinery noise
(pumps, reduction gears, power plants), and shipping activity
(hull fouling, animal life on hull, cavitation), while the latter
is related to hydrodynamics (movement of water including
tides, current, storms, wind, and rain), and to seismic and
biological phenomena.

• Multipath. Multipath propagation may be responsible for
severe degradation of the acoustic communication signal, since
it generates Inter Symbol Interference (ISI). The multipath
geometry depends on the link configuration. Vertical chan-
nels are characterized by little time dispersion, whereas hori-
zontal channels may have long multipath spreads. The extent
of the spreading is a strong function of depth and the distance
between transmitter and receiver.

• High delay and delay variance.The propagation speed in
the UW-A channel is five orders of magnitude lower than in
the radio channel. This large propagation delay (0.67 s/km)
and its high variance can reduce the throughput of the system
considerably.

• Doppler spread. The Doppler frequency spread can be sig-
nificant in UW-A channels [32], causing a degradation in the
performance of digital communications: transmissions at a
high data rate cause many adjacent symbols to interfere at
the receiver. The Doppler spreading generates two effects:a
simple frequency translation and a continuous spreading of
frequencies, which constitutes a non-shifted signal. While
the former is easily compensated at the receiver, the effectof
the latter is harder to be compensated for.

Most of the described factors are caused by the chemical-physical
properties of the water medium such as temperature, salinity, and
density, and by their spatio-temporal variations. These variations
cause the acoustic channel to behighly temporally and spatially
variable. In particular, the horizontal channel is by far more rapidly
varying than the vertical channel, in both deep and shallow water.

3.3 Cross-Layer Design
While underwater networking research has followed the tradi-

tional layered approach so far, it is an increasingly accepted opinion
in the wireless networking community that the improved network
efficiency, especially in critical environments, can be obtained with
a cross-layer design approach. These techniques will entail a joint
design of different network functionalities, from modem design to
MAC and routing, from channel coding and modulation to source
compression and transport layer, with the objective to overcome the



shortcomings of a layered approach that lacks of information shar-
ing across protocol layers, forcing the network to operate in a sub-
optimal mode. Hence, while in this survey for the sake of clarity we
present the challenges associated with underwater sensor networks
following the traditional layered approach, we believe that the un-
derwater environment particularly requires cross-layer design so-
lutions that enable a more efficient use of the scarce available re-
sources. However, although we advocate integrating functionalities
to improve network performance and to avoid duplication of func-
tions by means of cross-layer design, it is important to consider
ease of design by following amodular design approach. This also
allows improving and upgrading particular functionalities without
the need to re-design the entire communication system.

We believe that the design of an integrated optimized cross-layer
solution tailored for the underwater environment is one of the most
important challenges that will be faced by researchers in the next
few years.

In the remainder of the paper we focus on the MAC, routing, and
transport layers and review existing solutions and discussstill open
research problems.

4. MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL LAYER
There has been intensive recent research on MAC protocols for

ad hoc [17] and wireless terrestrial sensor networks [16]. However,
due to the different nature of the underwater environment and appli-
cations, there are several drawbacks with respect to the suitability
of the existing terrestrial MAC solutions in the underwaterenviron-
ment. In fact, channel access control in UW-ASNs poses additional
challenges due to the peculirities of the underwater channel, in par-
ticular limited bandwidth, very high and variable delay, channel
asymmetry, and heavy multipath and fading phenomena.

Existing MAC solutions are mainly focused on CSMA or CDMA
because Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) is not suit-
able for UW-ASN due to the narrow bandwidth in UW-A channels
and the vulnerability of limited band systems to fading and multi-
path. Moreover, Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) shows
a limited bandwidth efficiency because of the long time guards
required in the UW-A channel. Furthermore, the variable delay
makes it very challenging to realize a precise synchronization, with
a common timing reference.

4.1 CSMA Based MAC Protocols
Slotted FAMA proposed in [19] is based on a channel access

discipline called floor acquisition multiple access (FAMA). It com-
bines both carrier sensing (CS) and a dialogue between the source
and receiver prior to data transmission. During the initialdialogue,
control packets are exchanged between the source node and the in-
tended destination node to avoid multiple transmissions atthe same
time. Although time slotting eliminates the asynchronous nature of
the protocol and the need for excessively long control packets, thus
providing savings in energy, guard times should be insertedin the
slot duration to account for any system clock drift. In addition, due
to the high propagation delay of underwater acoustic channels, the
handshaking mechanism may lead to low system throughput, and
the carrier sensing may sense the channel idle while a transmission
is still going on.

In [9], the impact of the large propagation delay on the through-
put of selected classical MAC protocols and their variants is ana-
lyzed, and the so-called propagation-delay-tolerant collision avoid-
ance protocol (PCAP) is introduced. Its objective is to fix the time
spent on setting up links for data frames, and to avoid collisions by
scheduling the activity of sensors. Although PCAP offers higher
throughput than widely used conventional protocols for wireless

networks, it does not provide a flexible solution for applications
with heterogeneous requirements.

A distributed energy-efficient MAC protocol tailored for the un-
derwater environment was proposed in [28], whose objectiveis to
save energy based on sleep periods with low duty cycles. The pro-
posed solution is strictly tied to the assumption that nodesfollow
sleep periods, and is aimed at efficiently organizing the sleep sched-
ules. This protocol tries to minimize the energy consumption and
does not consider bandwidth utilization or access delay as objec-
tives.

4.2 CDMA-based MAC Protocols
CDMA is the most promising physical layer and multiple ac-

cess technique for UW-ASNs. In fact, CDMA is robust to fre-
quency selective fading caused by multipath since it is ableto dis-
tinguish among signals simultaneously transmitted by multiple de-
vices through codes that spread the user signal over the entire avail-
able band. This allows exploiting the time diversity in underwater
acoustic channels by leveraging Rake filters [30] at the receiver, so
as to compensate for the effect of multipath. This way, CDMA in-
creases channel reuse and reduces packet retransmissions,which
result in decreased battery consumption and increased throughput.

In [8], two code-division spread-spectrum physical layer tech-
niques for underwater communications in shallow water are com-
pared, namely Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) and Fre-
quency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS). While in DSSS data is
spread using codes with good auto- and cross-correlation proper-
ties to minimize the mutual interference, in FHSS differentsimul-
taneous communications use different hopping sequences and thus
transmit on different frequency bands. Interestingly, [8]shows that
in the underwater environment FHSS leads to a higher bit error rate
than DSSS. Another attractive access technique in the recent under-
water literature combines multi-carrier transmission with the DSSS
CDMA [14][15], as it may offer higher spectral efficiency than its
single-carrier counterpart, and may increase the flexibility to sup-
port integrated high data rate applications with differentquality of
service requirements. The main idea is to spread each data symbol
in the frequency domain by transmitting all the chips of a spread
symbol at the same time into a large number of narrow subchan-
nels. This way, high data rate can be supported by increasingthe
duration of each symbol, which reduces intersymbol interference
(ISI). However, multi-carrier transmissions may not be suitable for
low-end sensors due to their high complexity.

In [29], a MAC solution was introduced for underwater networks
with AUVs. The scheme is based on organizing the network in
multiple clusters, each composed of adjacent vehicles. Inside each
cluster, TDMA is used with long band guards, to overcome the ef-
fect of propagation delay. Since vehicles in the same cluster are
assumed to be close to one another, the negative effect of very high
underwater propagation delay and efficiency loss, which is caused
by the long time guards required when TDMA is used underwater
[3], are limited. Interference among different clusters isminimized
by assigning different spreading codes to different clusters. The
proposed solution assumes a clustered network architecture and
proximity among nodes within the same cluster, while we seeka
more general and flexible solution suitable for several different ar-
chitectures.

In [23], we propose a distributed Medium Access Control (MAC)
protocol called UW-MAC for UW-ASNs. UW-MAC is a transmitter-
based CDMA scheme that incorporates a novel closed-loop distrib-
uted algorithm to set the optimal transmit power and code length to
minimize the near-far effect. It compensates for the effectof multi-
path by exploiting the time diversity in the underwater channel, thus



achieving high channel reuse and low number of packet retransmis-
sions, which result in decreased battery consumption and increased
network throughput. UW-MAC leverages a multi-user detector on
resource-rich devices such as surface stations, uw-gateways and
AUVs, and a single-user detector on low-end sensors. UW-MAC
aims at achieving a threefold objective, i.e., guarantee i)high net-
work throughput, ii) low access delay, and iii) low energy consump-
tion.

It is shown that UW-MAC manages to simultaneously meet the
three objectives in deep water communications, which are not seve-
rely affected by multipath, while in shallow water communications,
which are heavily affected by multipath, UW-MAC dynamically
finds the optimal trade-off among high throughput, and low ac-
cess delay and energy consumption, according to the application
requirements. Main features of UW-MAC are: i) it provides a
unique and flexible solutionfor different architectures such assta-
tic 2D deep water and 3D shallow water, and architectures with
mobile AUVs; ii) it is fully distributed, since code and transmit
power are distributively selected by each sender without relying
on a centralized entity; iii) it is intrinsicallysecure, since it uses
chaotic codes; iv) it efficientlysupports multicast transmissions,
since spreading codes are decided at the transmitter side; v) it is ro-
bustagainst inaccurate node position and interference information
caused by mobility, traffic unpredictability, and packet loss due to
channel impairment.

The distributed power and code self-assignment problem to min-
imize the near-far effect is also formulated, and a low-complexity
yet optimal solution is proposed. UW-MAC is the first protocol that
leverages CDMA properties to achieve multiple access to thescarce
underwater bandwidth, while existing papers analyzed CDMAonly
from a physical layer perspective. Experiments show that UW-
MAC outperforms existing MAC protocols tuned for the underwa-
ter environment under all considered network architecturescenar-
ios and simulation settings.

Open Research Issues
• In case CDMA is adopted, which we advocate, it is necessary

to design access codes with high auto-correlation and low
cross-correlation properties to achieve minimum interference
among users

• Research on optimal data packet length is needed to maxi-
mize the channel utilization efficiency.

• It is necessary to design low-complexity encoders and de-
coders to limit the processing power required to implement
FEC functionalities.

• Distributed protocols should be devised to reduce the activity
of a device when its battery is depleting without compromis-
ing on network operation.

5. NETWORK LAYER
In recent years there has been a great interest to develop new

routing protocols for terrestrial ad hoc [1] and wireless sensor net-
works [2]. However, due to the different nature of the underwater
environment and applications, there are several drawbackswith re-
spect to the suitability of the existing terrestrial routing solutions
for underwater networks.

The existing routing protocols are divided into three categories,
namelyproactive, reactive, andgeographicalrouting protocols.

Proactive protocols (e.g., DSDV [22], OLSR [12]) cause a large
signaling overhead to establish routes for the first time andeach
time the network topology is modified because of mobility or node

failures, since updated topology information must be propagated to
all network devices. This way, each device is able to establish a
path to any other node in the network, which may not be needed in
UW-ASNs. For this reason, proactive protocols are not suitable for
underwater networks.

Reactive protocols (e.g., AODV [21], DSR [13]) are more ap-
propriate for dynamic environments but incur a higher latency and
still require source-initiated flooding of control packetsto establish
paths. Reactive protocols are unsuitable for UW-ASNs as they also
cause a high latency in the establishment of paths, which is further
amplified in the underwater by the slow propagation of acoustic
signals. Moreover, the topology of UW-ASNs is unlikely to vary
dynamically on a short-time scale.

Geographical routing protocols (e.g., GFG [4], PTKF [18]) are
very promising for their scalability feature and limited required sig-
naling. However, GPS (Global Positioning System) radio receivers,
which may be used in terrestrial systems to accurately estimate the
geographical location of sensor nodes, do not work properlyin the
underwater environment. In fact, GPS uses waves in the1.5 GHz
band and those waves do not propagate in water. Still, underwater
devices (sensors, UUVs, UAVs, etc.) need to estimate their current
position, irrespective of the chosen routing approach. In fact, it is
necessary to associate the sampled data with the 3D positionof the
device that generates the data, to spatially reconstruct the charac-
teristics of the event. Underwater localization can be achieved by
leveraging the low speed of sound in water, which permits accu-
rate timing of signals, and pairwise node distance data can be used
to perform 3D localization, similar to the 2D localization demon-
strated in [20]. However, low-complexity acoustic techniques to
solve the underwater localization problem with limited energy ex-
penditure in the presence of measurement errors need to be further
investigated by the research community.

Some recent papers propose network layer protocols specifically
tailored for underwater acoustic networks. In [34], a routing proto-
col is proposed that autonomously establishes the underwater net-
work topology, controls network resources, and establishes net-
work flows, which relies on a centralized network manager run-
ning on a surface station. The manager establishes efficientdata
delivery paths in a centralized fashion, which allows avoiding con-
gestion and providing some form of quality of service guarantee.
Although the idea is promising, the performance evaluationof the
proposed mechanisms has not been thoroughly studied.

In [36], a routing protocol called vector-based forwarding(VBF)
is proposed, which is based on a geographical routing approach
and thus does not require state information on the sensors. In VBF,
each packet carries the positions of the sender, the destination and
the forwarder. The forwarding path is specified by the so-called
routing vector, i.e., a vector that connects source and destination.
Upon receiving a packet, a node computes its position relative to
the forwarder by measuring its distance to the forwarder andthe
angle of arrival of the signal. Recursively, all the nodes receiving
the packet compute their positions. If a node determines that it is
close enough to the routing vector (i.e., less than a predefined dis-
tance), it includes its own position in the packet and forwards it.
Otherwise, it discards the packet. In this way, all packet forwarders
form a “routing pipe”, and all sensor nodes in the pipe are poten-
tial forwarders for the packet. Instead, those nodes which are not
close enough to the routing vector, which constitutes the axis of the
pipe, do not forward the packet. Packets are thus forwarded along
redundant and interleaved paths from source to destination, which
makes the protocol robust against packet loss and node failure. The
proposed solution can be seen as a form of geographically con-
trolled flooding. However, redundant transmissions are notenergy



and bandwidth efficient. A localized and distributed self-adaptation
algorithm is also proposed to enhance the performance of VBF,
which allows the nodes to weigh the benefit of forwarding packets,
and accordingly reduce the energy consumption by discarding low
benefit packets.

In [31], a simple design example of a shallow water network is
suggested where routes are established by a central managerbased
on neighborhood information gathered from all nodes by means of
poll packets. However, the routing issues such as the criteria used
to select data paths, are not covered. Moreover, sensors areonly
deployed linearly along a stretch, while the characteristics of the
3D underwater environment are not investigated.

In [33], a long-term monitoring platform for underwater sen-
sor networks consisting of static and mobile nodes is proposed,
and hardware and software architectures are described. Thenodes
communicate point-to-point using a high-speed optical communi-
cation system, and broadcast using an acoustic protocol. The mo-
bile nodes can locate and hover above the static nodes for data mul-
ing, and can perform useful network maintenance functions such
as deployment, relocation, and recovery. However, due to the lim-
itations of optical transmissions, communication is enabled only
when the sensors and the mobile mules are in close proximity.

The reliability requirements of long-term critical underwater mis-
sions, and the small scale of underwater sensor networks, suggest
to devise routing solutions based on some form of centralized plan-
ning of the network topology and data paths, in order to optimally
exploit the scarce network resources. For these reasons, in[24] the
problem of data gathering for three-dimensional underwater sen-
sor networks is investigated at the network layer by considering the
interactions between the routing functions and the characteristics
of the underwater acoustic channel. A two-phase resilient rout-
ing solution for long-term monitoring missions is developed, with
the objective of guaranteeing survivability of the networkto node
and link failures. In the first phase energy-efficient node-disjoint
primary and backup paths are optimally configured, by relying on
topology information gathered by a surface station, while in the
second phase paths are locally repaired in case of node failures.

The solution that we proposed in [24] relies on avirtual circuit
routing technique, where multihop connections are establisheda
priori between each source and sink, and each packet associated
with a particular connection follows the same path. This requires
centralized coordination and leads to a less flexible architecture,
but allows exploiting powerful optimization tools on a centralized
manager (e.g., the surface station) to achieve optimal performance
at the network layer with minimum signaling overhead.

The proposed routing solution follows atwo-phaseapproach.
In the first phase, the network manager determines optimalnode-
disjoint primaryandbackupmultihop data paths such that the en-
ergy consumption of the nodes is minimized. This is needed be-
cause, unlike in terrestrial sensor networks where sensorscan be
redundantly deployed, the underwater environment requires mini-
mizing the number of sensors. Hence, protection is necessary to
avoid network connectivity being disrupted by node or link fail-
ures. In thesecond phase, an on-line distributed solution guaran-
tees survivability of the network, by locally repairing paths in case
of disconnections or failures, or by switching the data traffic on the
backup paths in case of severe failures. The emphasis on survivabil-
ity is motivated by the fact that underwater long-term monitoring
missions can be extremely expensive. Hence, it is crucial that the
deployed network be highly reliable, so as to avoid failure of mis-
sions due to failure of single or multiple devices. The protection
scheme proposed can be classified as a dedicated backup scheme
with 1:1 path protection, with node-disjoint paths.

In [25], we propose new geographical routing algorithms forthe
3D underwater environment, designed to distributively meet the re-
quirements of delay-insensitive and delay-sensitive sensor network
applications. The proposed distributed routing solutionsare tai-
lored for the characteristics of the underwater environment, e.g.,
they take explicitly into account the very high propagationdelay,
which may vary in horizontal and vertical links, the different com-
ponents of the transmission loss, the impairment of the physical
channel, the extremely limited bandwidth, the high bit error rate,
and the limited battery energy.

In particular, the proposed routing solutions allow achieving two
apparently conflicting objectives, i.e., increasing the efficiency of
the channel by transmitting atrain of short packetsback-to-back;
and limiting the packet error rate by keeping the transmitted packets
short. The packet-train concept is exploited in the proposed routing
algorithms, which allow each node tojointly select its best next
hop, the transmitted power, and the forward error correction (FEC)
rate for each packet, with the objective of minimizing the energy
consumption, taking the condition of the underwater channel and
the application requirements into account.

The first algorithm deals with delay-insensitive applications, and
tries to exploit links that guarantee a low packet error rate, to max-
imize the probability that a packet is correctly decoded at the re-
ceiver, and thus minimize the number of required packet retrans-
missions. The second algorithm is designed for delay-sensitive ap-
plications. The objective is to minimize the energy consumption,
while statistically limiting the end-to-end packet delay and packet
error rate by estimating at each hop the time to reach the sinkand
by leveraging statistical properties of underwater links.In order to
meet these application-dependent requirements, each nodejointly
selects its best next hop, the transmitted power, and the forward er-
ror correction rate for each packet. Differently from the previous
delay-insensitive routing solution, next hops are selected by also
considering maximum per-packet allowed delay, while unacknowl-
edged packets are not retransmitted to limit the delay. The em-
phasis on energy consumption is justified by the need for extended
lifetime deployments of underwater sensor networks.

There are still several open research issues regarding routing al-
gorithms for underwater networks.

• For delay-sensitive applications, there is a need to develop
algorithms to provide strict latency bounds.

• For delay-insensitive applications, there is a need to develop
mechanisms to handle loss of connectivity without provoking
immediate retransmissions.

• Accurate network modeling is needed to better understand
the dynamics of data transmission at the network layer. More-
over, realistic simulation models and tools need to be devel-
oped.

• Algorithms and protocols need to be devised that detect and
deal with disconnections due to failures, unforeseen mobility
of nodes or battery depletion.

• Mechanisms are needed to integrate AUVs in underwater
networks and to enable communication between sensors and
AUVs. In particular, all the information available to sophis-
ticated AUV devices (trajectory, localization) could be ex-
ploited to minimize the signaling needed for reconfigura-
tions.



6. TRANSPORT LAYER
A transport layer protocol is needed in UW-ASNs to achievere-

liable transportof event features, and to performflow controland
congestion control. Most existing TCP implementations are un-
suited for the underwater environment since the flow controlfunc-
tionality is based on a window-based mechanism that relies on an
accurate esteem of the Round Trip Time (RTT). The long RTT,
which characterizes the underwater environment, would affect the
throughput of most TCP implementations. Furthermore, the vari-
ability of the underwater RTT would make it hard to effectively set
the timeout of the window-based mechanism, which most current
TCP implementations rely on.

Existing rate-based transport protocols seem to be unsuited for
this challenging environment as well, since they rely on feedback
control messages sent back by the destination to dynamically adapt
the transmission rate. The long and variable RTT can thus cause
instability in the feedback control. For these reasons, it is necessary
to devise new strategies to achieve flow control and reliability in
UW-ASNs.

A transport layer protocol designed for the underwater environ-
ment, Segmented Data Reliable Transport (SDRT), has been re-
cently proposed in [35]. SDRT addresses the challenges of under-
water sensor networks for reliable data transport, i.e., large propa-
gation delays, low bandwidth, energy efficiency, high errorproba-
bilities, and highly dynamic network topologies.

The basic idea of SDRT is to use Tornado codes to recover er-
rored packets to reduce retransmissions. The data packets are trans-
mitted block-by-block and each block is forwarded hop-by-hop.
SDRT keeps sending packets inside a block before it gets back
a positive feedback and thus wastes energy. To reduce such en-
ergy consumption, a window control mechanism is adopted. SDRT
transmits the packets within the window quickly, and the remain-
ing packets at a lower rate. A mathematical model is developed to
estimate the window size and the FEC block size. The performance
of SDRT is also illustrated by simulations.

Encoding and decoding using Tornado codes are computation-
intensive operations even though Tornado codes use only XORop-
erations. This leads to increased energy consumption. In SDRT,
there is also no mechanism to guarantee the end-to-end reliability
as an hop-by-hop transfer mode is used. Each node along the path
must first decode the FEC block and then encode it again to trans-
mit it to the next hop. Again, the total computation overheadwill
be too high for the network. Similarly, for hop-by-hop operations,
each sensor must keep calculating the mean values of window and
the FEC block sizes, which can cause a high computational over-
head and accordingly higher energy consumption at each sensor.
The overhead due to redundant packets will also be high because
of high error probabilities. This overhead is dependent on the ac-
curacy in estimating the window size. If the window size is too
large, more packets are sent than necessary. In addition, SDRT
does not address one of the fundamental challenges for UW-ASN,
i.e., shadow zones, and relies on an in-sequence packet forwarding
scheme. While this may be enough for some applications, for time-
critical data sensors may need to forward packets continuously even
in case of holes in the sequence with an out-of-sequence packet de-
livery mechanism.

SDRT is a first attempt to propose a transport protocol for UW-
ASN and addresses some of the aforementioned design principles.
However, it is still an evolving work and needs further improve-
ments, as it creates redundant transmissions and is computation-
intensive.

A complete transport layer solution for the underwater environ-
ment should be based on the following design principles:

• Shadow zones.Although correct handling of shadow zones
requires assistance from the routing layer, a transport proto-
col should consider these cases.

• Minimum energy consumption.A transport protocol should
be explicitly designed to minimize the energy consumption.

• Rate-based transmission of packets.A transport protocol
should be based on rate-based transmission of data units as it
allows nodes flexible control over the rates.

• Out-of-sequence packet forwarding.Packets should be con-
tinuously forwarded to accelerate the packet delivery process.

• Timely reaction to local congestion.A transport protocol
should adapt to local conditions immediately, to decrease the
response time in case of congestion. Thus, rather than sinks,
intermediate nodes should be capable of determining and re-
acting to local congestion.

• Cross-layer-interaction based protocol operation.Losses of
connectivity or partial packet losses (i.e., bit or packet er-
rors) should trigger the protocol to take appropriate actions.
Therefore, unlike in the layered communications paradigm,
transport protocol operations and critical decisions should be
supported by the available information from lower layers.

• Reliability.A hop-by-hop reliability mechanism surfaces as a
prevalent solution as it provides energy efficient communica-
tion. However, there should also be mechanism to guarantee
the end-to-end reliability.

• SACK-based loss recovery.Many feedbacks with ACK mech-
anisms would throttle down the utilization of the bandwidth-
limited channel unnecessarily. Thus, the notion of selec-
tive acknowledgment (SACK), which helps preserve energy,
should be considered for loss scenarios where it is not possi-
ble to perform error recovery at lower layers only.

Open research issues for transport layer solutions are given be-
low:

• New flow control strategies need to be devised to tackle the
high delay and delay variance of the control messages sent
back by the receivers.

• New effective mechanisms tailored to the underwater acoustic
channel need to be developed to efficiently infer the cause of
packet losses.

• New reliability-metric definitions need to be proposed, based
on the event model and on the underwater acoustic channel
model.

• The effects of multiple concurrent events on the reliability
and network performance requirements must be studied.

• It is necessary to statistically model loss of connectivityevents
to devise mechanisms to enable delay-insensitive applica-
tions.

• It is necessary to devise solutions to handle the effects of
losses of connectivity caused by shadow zones.



7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented an overview of the state of the art

in underwater acoustic sensor network. We described the chal-
lenges posed by the peculiarities of the underwater channelwith
particular reference to monitoring applications for the ocean envi-
ronment. We discussed characteristics of the underwater channel
and outlined future research directions for the development of ef-
ficient and reliable underwater acoustic sensor networks. The ul-
timate objective of this paper is to encourage research efforts to
lay down fundamental basis for the development of new advanced
communication techniques for efficient underwater communication
and networking for enhanced ocean monitoring and exploration ap-
plications. We strongly advocated the use of a cross-layer approach
to jointly optimize the main networking functionalities inorder to
design communication suites that are adaptable to the variability of
the characteristics of the underwater channel and optimally exploit
the extremely scarce resources.
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